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Celebration of Republic Day

India celebrates its Republic Day on 26th of January with full zeal and enthusiasm all over the country. It is the day when the constitution of India came into
effect.

poem
Nature
The trees, the plants and the shrubs
Are they in contact with us?
The Sky, the Clouds and the
grounds
Are they still loud and proud?
The trees give us honey,
And we cut them for money.
The plants give us oxygen,
The return gift from us is pollution.
The sun gives us Sunshine ,
And gets black smoke from us.
In the given Characteristics, I have
found a mistake,
But not in the nature, in human’s
fate.

This year also the Republic day was celebrated in our school with all solemnity
and decorum .Teachers and students equally participated preparing for the Repub
lic Day celebration in our school. The school ground was decorated with coloured

flags, tracks were drawn with lime , and the tricolor display of paper cuts all round

the ground and playing of Patriotic music made the whole atmosphere quiet buoy
ant , Flag hosting was done by the chief guest, followed by the national anthem ,

moving on to the inspection of six distinguished houses, done by the Chief guest,

Principal sir and PET teacher Mr. Mehta , Soon after the inspection an elegant

March Past was showcased by the troupes. Presentation of community song and

patriotic dance added colour to the celebration of Republic Day. In the second

half a very exciting programme, The Youth Parliament, was organized by the
Amrita-VIII-B
students of Social Science Club under the guidance of English teacher Mr. M.
Thought of the Month
Karim and Social Science teacher Mr. Kaunain . The participants dressed in the
Great things never come costumes of different states presented a replica of the parliament in session. The
Monuments of India
from comfort zones.
programme was very well conducted by the students. It was appreciated by everyRoy T. Bennett
one present there. The day concluded with a feeling of patriotism in every Colians Gol Gumbaz is the crypt of Mohamheart !
med Adil shah, the Sultan of Bijapur.
Priya Singh-IX-B
The magnificient monument was
paintings
constructed by the architect Yagut of
Images of Republic Day
Dabul, (now Dahol, India) in the year
1656. It is constructed as per the Deccan architecture. Gol Gumbaz is one
of the most significant monuments of
India located in the state of Karnataka. The grand structure of the monument is composed of a cub on each
side, which is capped by a dome in
external diameter.
Inside the gigantic dome,
“Whispering gallery” runs around.
These are named so because even the
slightest of the sound can be heard on
the other side due to the acoustics of
Swati I-B
the space. It is maintained by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI).
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ICCR Musical Concert (24/01/2020)

PRINCIPAL’S PEN

A brilliant February!

’cause it was bright and
beautiful ’cause the
weather have been fine
and friendly, cause we
had occasions, more than
one, to move out and
form human chain in the
green air, ’cause we had
a musical programme,
’cause we had the Republic day functions…
and lot many more to do.
It has been really vibrant,
to say the least.
The earth and sky are
already turning, from
winter to spring. Let
Hope spring Eternal!

The most recent cultural programme hosted by our school was a musical concert,
organized under the aegis of India Council of Cultural Relations (ICCR) , govt. of
India.
It was a Sitar recital programme by Sri Soumyajeet Paul, who was accompanied by
Arijit Saha on tabla and Arup Nandi on electric guitar. The programme started by
honouring the guest artists with a traditional shawl, a symbol of respect and gratitude , and the lightening of the ceremonial lamp. The programme was divided into
two segments: first one was the recital of Indian classical music and the second one
was all about a fusion of Indo– western music .As it is truly said that music is the
portal to a different universe, it was proved by the talented musicians. The Colians, as
always, held their patience and excitement throughout and seemed to enjoy the cultural programme. A mesmerizing musical journey was all we students needed to calm
our minds. Marking the conclusion, a vote of thanks was proposed by the computer
teacher Ms. Soni Pandey, and the rest of the classes continued as usual. What a magical and soothing experience it was!
Ritika —VII-A
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Colians Quote

Strong minds discuss
ideas, average minds
discuss events, weak
minds discuss people.

number of Vegetarians in the world.
 It is physically im-
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 A shark is the only

known fish that can
blink with both eyes.
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the largest eyes in the
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VIII-X Fract

Date of Result:
27/03/2020

Kailasavadivoo Sivan is
an Indian Space Scientist
and the chairperson of
the Indian Space Research Organisation. He
is popularly known as the
‘Rocket Man’ of India.
Sivan worked on the design and development of
launch vehicles for
ISRO. Under his chairmanship, ISRO launched
Chandrayan 2, the second mission to the moon
on July22, 2019. He was
awarded with the Dr.
A.P.J Abdul Kalam
Award in 2019 and IEEE
Sivan is now working on
the new projects such as
Chandrayan-3, Gaganyaan etc. Dr K. Sivan
has recently became the
hero and inspiration for
many Indians around the
globe. Dr Sivan has
grown up from a
humble farmer’s son
to ISRO Chief.
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Final Term
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Date: 27/02/2020
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Distribution:

Modern Indian
Scientist

Break

Example of Derivations

 In Switzerland it is

illegal to own just one
guinea pig.

Conformity– Correspondence in form, A Shrimp’s heart is
in its head.
nature, or character; agreement, congruity, or accordance
India has the largest

Fragile– easily destroyed or threat
ened.
Fracture– A break in a hard material
(bone etc)

postal network in the
world, having over
1,55,015 post office.
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